
 
 

How’s Your Short Game?           December 2016 
 

 

I’m no golfer but having spent a few Sunday afternoons watching the final round of some golf 

championships waiting for the weather to cool off enough to go fishing I have come to the 

conclusion that golfers and fly fishers have a lot in common. Both sports require an expensive 

collection of tools and accessories and both involve shooting at targets..  But what struck me as the 

thing they most have in common was in their approach to their shots. There is a well known saying 

in golf that you “Drive for show, putt for dough’. The American golfer Bobby Locke is credited 

with coining this phrase to mean a long drive (tee shot) impresses the gallery, but the guys who 

usually win the money are those who putt well. This rings true for fly fishing where being able to 

make those short accurate casts is more important than being able to cast a full fly line. 
 

This was brought home to me in no uncertain fashion just recently when we had a club trip to 

Keepit Dam to chase Hillbilly Bonefish. Now the name of the species of fish being targeted, the 

club and, the particular member and have been omitted to save embarrassment but the story is true 

and reminded me of how important it is to get your short game right. Of all the members on the 

outing everyone had caught fish over the three days except one. This particular member is a good 

caster but when it came to presenting his fly accurately and delicately at short distances his skills let 

him down. Despite the best guiding efforts of all the others and the use of rods and flies that had 

already done the job he was not able to catch a fish. In desperation with five minutes left before we 

had to pack up and go I had to take the rod and drop the fly in front of one of the many fish we had 

tailing in front of us. One short, accurate cast and we had our fish. 
 

With a fly rod, often the shortest cast is the most difficult. Without much line to load the rod it is 

not easy to generate the energy needed to turn over the leader and present the fly. The use of brute 

force achieves little except to make a great commotion and scare the fish. The temptation is to over 

line the rod or even go for a heavier rod. This only exacerbates the problem of presenting delicately.  

In the end all that was required to catch one of those tailing fish was a simple roll cast anchoring the 

fly in the water to load the rod. Another solution would have been a bow and arrow cast which can 

deliver a fly accurately without having to cast at all. When you are chasing tailing fish you only 

need a short cast to get the fly to the fish quickly, accurately and delicately. The only time you want 

to see the backing is when the fish is running, not at the end of your cast 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
                                                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sam executing a perfect bow and arrow cast 

Another time I found myself thinking about the short game was on Christmas Island. Before the trip 

I had been warned that I would need to cast heavy flies long distances into strong winds. Well, the 

wind part was right but everything else was far from the reality. The guide would call 20 feet and in 

blind faith I would cast 20 feet in the direction he was pointing. If I hadn’t spooked the fish he 

would call “shorter” and point in another direction. Being able to change direction and shorten a 

cast as quickly as possible was the name of the game. Once mastered the bonefish were easier to 

catch. As soon as I was able to spot them myself they became easier still. Before my next trip I am 

going to be working on my short game and especially some single handed spey casts which will 

make changing direction so much quicker. 

 

 
20 feet one o’clock do you see him? 

 

The short game is nowhere more important than in European Nymphing, or Czech Nymphing or 

Short Line Nymphing or whatever you want to call it. Now I know as much about this style of 

fishing as I do about golf so I am not going to pretend to speak from experience or with authority. 

However, the few times I have tried it I have had success beyond my expectations. Who would 

have though lobbing heavy nymphs upstream and following them down with the rod tip could fool 

those educated, spooky, cunning, selective, fussy trout! Without even using the fly line it is possible 

to make short casts accurately to target fish close at hand. And if you need confirmation of how 



effective this style of fishing is you need only look at the winners of any of the World 

Championships. Few of them would ever see their fly lines never mind their backing. 
 

There is one thing that golfers do better than we fly fishers and that is practice. We might get out in 

the park and throw a few loops and see if we can cast into the backing. We might attend a club 

casting event and even shoot at some hoops. But we don’t practice the thing that counts the most – 

our short game. A golfer will practice their short game as much as their long game. They do this 

before they go to the golf course, before they play and before they make a shot. For the fly fisher 

practicing short casts is akin to admitting that you can’t cast. In our male dominated sport everyone 

wants to show their prowess by casting as far as they can. Take a look around the next time you see 

a group of fly fishers practicing. I bet everyone has at least thirty feet of fly line out and wants 

more. The reason that many people avoid practice regimes such as the Orvis Master Your Casting 

Program is that it starts at twenty feet. With a nine foot rod and a nine foot leader you only need 

two feet of fly line to reach the target. Master that and everything else is easy.  
 

Bobby Locke got it right for golfers when he made them think about the importance of their short 

game. Someone needs to coin a phrase to help fly fishers do the same thing. Shooting line for show 

will impress fellow fly fishers but a flick of the wrist is all that is needed to impress a fish.  
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